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Abstract. In computer science methods to aid learning are very impor-
tant, because abstract models are used frequently. For this conventional
teaching methods do not suffice. We have developed a learning software,
that helps the learner to better understand principles of compiler con-
struction, in particular lexical analysis. The software offers on the one
hand an interactive introduction to the problems of lexical analysis, in
which the most important definitions and algorithms are presented in
graphically appealing form. Animations show how finite automata are
created from regular expressions, as well as, how finite automata work.
We discuss principles used throughout the design of the software and
give some preliminary results of evaluations of the software and discuss
related work.

1 Introduction

The daily task of a computer science lecturer/teacher is to teach abstract knowl-
edge and to promote the correct and lasting understanding of this knowledge by
the listeners. For example, assume that a lecturer wants to describe the function-
ality of a pushdown automaton. In the most cases a large board and a sufficient
number of colored chalk are available. Now he has the challenge to explain the
functionality of the automaton on the basis of a small example input, a finite
number of states and a stack picture. After three or four steps he begins to erase
states in the stack picture, to add new states etc. The listener will have to spend
more energy to reconstruct the complicated operational sequence of wiping and
writing and to discover a sense in the disorder than to understand the function-
ality of a pushdown automaton. Thus the demonstration of such an automaton
is difficult to reproduce by the learner. Visualization and graphic processing of
the pushdown automaton are a possible solution for this dilemma. Because of
dynamic processing animations are first choice for such technical problems. It is
important to edit the information in such a way that cognitive and affective data
processing of humans are addressed. The first is sequential and logical reasoning
based on rules and regularities. The second thinks in pictures, uses analogies,
ignores rules, reacts spontaneously and creatively. When we look at a suitable
picture for an abstract term, we use both ”information channels” and enable the
connection of the actual term with a graphical imagination. This is also known
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as ”integration learning” (see in addition [1]). Who understands to visualize in-
formation well, can increase the knowledge and understanding of learners with
this method.

2 Animation of Lexical Analysis

The learning software ”Animation of Lexical Analysis” has been developed with
the authoring system Multimedia ToolBook 3.0 of the company Asymetrix and
requires the free runtime version of ToolBook and Windows 3.x/95/98/NT4. The
learning software covers the description of regular languages by regular expres-
sions, theory of finite automata and the generation of a minimal deterministic
finite automaton from any regular expression as described in [23]. Currently
there is only a German version of the software.

As an introduction to lexical analysis, several animations show the fundamen-
tal components of a scanner and the cooperation between parser and scanner.
Then symbols and symbol classes are explained. It is shown, how input symbols,
lexical symbols, symbol classes and their internal representation are connected.

Next an overview about formal languages and an introduction to regular
languages and regular expressions are given.

Then transition diagrams (TD), non-deterministic (NFA) and deterministic
(DFA) finite automata are described. There are animated examples for each of
these that can be controlled by the user. The equivalence between regular ex-
pressions and NFA’s is explained with an fixed animated example (see Figure 1).
The user can follow the parallel processing of a transition diagram and an NFA
with the same input string. Currently, we see a snapshot of the NFA in state
z4. The next character to be consumed is the character 5. Now the NFA can
read the character 5 or it can do a transition via ε. The animation shows both
possibilities. Analogously the actual path is highlighted in the TD. The two
edges from node 4 to node 7 and from node 4 back to node 4 are marked red.
The shadowed box in the center of the window briefly describes what the NFA
and TD actually do. In a next step, the animation will color the edge labeled
E, update the description box, mark the state z4 as actual state and dismiss
the second transition (z4, ε, z7) of the NFA, because the next character to be
consumed is E.

Three algorithms are explained with controllable animations: the transfor-
mation of a regular expression to an NFA, the transformation of an NFA to a
DFA and the transformation of a DFA to a minimal DFA.

Figure 2 shows the rules of the algorithm regular expression to NFA that
transforms a regular expression into an NFA. In an animated example it is shown
how the algorithm works. It begins with a graph consisting of two nodes and
one edge that is labelled with the regular expression. Step by step the suitable
rule is applied (alternative, concatenation, Kleene star or parentheses) and the
graph is expanded to the resulting NFA.

In the algorithm NFA to DFA, the original NFA and the text of the algorithm
are initially shown. With each step the corresponding line of the algorithm is
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Fig. 1. Equivalence of Transition Diagram and NFA

highlighted and the actual nodes and edges in the graph are colored. It can be
seen which nodes from the NFA build a new state in the DFA. Simultaneously
to the processing of the algorithm, the new DFA is created.

Similarly the algorithm DFA to minimal DFA shows the original DFA and the
algorithm text. The partition classes are shown in the original graph (through
coloring) and the minimal DFA is created simultaneously.

3 Design Principles

A prerequisite of implementing a good learning software is the application of
good design principles. These principles were developed before the implemen-
tation of our learning software and revised during the implementation pro-
cess. Some of these principles result from the research on Human-Computer-
Interaction (HCI), see [17]. We propose the following guidelines:

3.1 Text

– Font size: If the font chosen is too small, then the user will have problems to
read the text correctly, in particular sub- or superscripted text. If the font
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Fig. 2. From Regular Expression to NFA

is too big, then the designer of the learning system has to solve the problem
of placing enough information on the page.

– Alignment: Justification is not suitable for small text widths. In this case we
prefer left alignment.

– No serifs if the font is small: Small fonts with serifs are difficult to read,
because monitor resolution is not compareable with printer resolution. In
computer science formulas with superscripted or subscripted letters are used
frequently. This letters are very bad to read if we use a font with serifs.

3.2 Colors

– Use few colors only: Too many colors can irritate the user of the learning
software. But colors help to direct the user’s attention. Therefore colors
should be used for things, to which the user’s attention should be drawn.

– Colors should harmonize: The use of a light background color doesn’t al-
low light font colors. The contrast between the background and the objects
located on it should be high enough.

– One fixed color for one fixed meaning: Colors for certain links or buttons
should not be changed or merged, e.g. the color blue is used for ”hotword”
links in our software.
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3.3 Screen Arrangement

– Main activity in one window only: The attention of the user should be di-
rected to one goal only. Too many windows on the screen can promote dis-
orientation.

– One lesson on one page if possible: In order to avoid disorientation each
basic lesson is arranged on a single page. Additional information is reached
by using ”hotwords” or buttons.

– Consistent design: Certain window areas should always be on the same place,
e.g. the control buttons of the animations are consistently located in a special
bar below the main window. All links must have one fixed color in case of
”hotwords” or one fixed symbol in case of links to animations, definitions,
etc.

– No overloading of windows: If a window contains very much text and many
animations, then the user has difficulties to understand the important infor-
mations.

3.4 Definitions

– Accumulate definitions: All definitions relevant to lexical analysis are accu-
mulated in an independent window. A first advantage is the space reduced in
the main window, which is important, if the definition is very long. Further-
more the user has an overview of all definitions and can look up definitions.
They can be sorted in alphabetical order or in succession of their occurence
in the explanatory text.

3.5 Orientation and Navigation

– Easy navigation and good orientation: The actual chapter and section of the
lessons are shown in a state bar located below the main window. The user
can navigate to the index and from this point to another page by clicking
an Index -button in the state bar.

3.6 Animations

– Flexible control: Animations should be adjustably in speed. It should be pos-
sible to execute them step by step, to stop and to reset them at each point
in time. A reversed execution of animations is not in all cases meaningful
and also it is frequently technically difficult to realize. However, as an al-
ternative an Undo-operation is appropriate, that allows for a finite number
of backtrack steps. Control buttons should have a well-known look, perhaps
like the control buttons of a cassette recorder.

– Clearly defined object movements: Movements of objects should be made
as directly as possible to their target, but not move over too many other
objects. Several objects, that are not logical coherent, should not be moved
at the same time and the movement should not be too complex and jerky.
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– Direct feedback of user actions: Particularly in context with animations an
optical feedback of the software is important, if users interact with the sys-
tem. If an animation is stopped, then this stop should take place immediately
and the animation should not continue a undefined amount of time.

– Minimal memorization requirements for users: Animations and appropriate
assertions should run within a spatial and logical framework. With dynamic,
automatically generated animations at runtime, this principle often conflicts
with high requirement for space on the screen.

– Spatial requirements of an animation: More complex animations should take
place on a page its own. Smaller animations should be arranged near their
textual explanation.

The most challenging task when developing the learning software was to try to
satisfy as much as possible of the above partially conflicting requirements.

4 Evaluation

Our target groups are students, who take a computer science course at high
school, as well as students of computer science. In a pre-evaluation we left the
students alone with the system. They should move independently through the
graphical environment of the system and discover the learning contents on their
own. With this approach we made good experiences, whereby we presupposed
that the students have already been familiar with the operating system Microsoft
Windows. The students got along well with the learning system, since they met a
well known graphical user interface. If previous knowledge in the compiler design
was available, then we noticed a better acceptance of the system, as with stu-
dents, who knew still nothing about the construction of compilers. The students
moved playfully through the visualizations and animations and were also able
to connect these correctly with the theoretical background (definitions, algo-
rithms, . . . ). Surprisingly this method worked so well that the students referred
us to inconsistencies and typing errors in definitions. Students liked the optical
organization of the user interface and animations.

Further presentations of our system at teachers advanced training (Interna-
tional Conference and Research Center for Computer Science, Dagstuhl Castle)
and at the booth of the University of Saarland on the computer fair CeBIT98
and CeBIT99 in Hannover (Germany) provided positive feedback. However these
measures are not yet sufficient for a serious evaluation. For this reason we co-
operate at present with cognitive psychologists and develop an experiment for
schools and universities, in order to receive statistically significant data of our
software. For this certain aspects and characteristics of our work, e.g. the page
layout or the animation control are regarded separately, while all other variable
system properties remain unchanged. The use of visualization and animation is
confronted to the use of the doctrine of a teacher. We still are in the preparation,
so there are no results yet.
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We have done the pre-evaluation with 8 highschool students (16-18 years old,
Oberstufe Gymnasium) from a computer science course and got some prelimi-
nary results: 6 of them would use the system at home, 3 of them had problems
with the control of the animation, none had problems with ”hotwords” and only
one partially disliked the design of the pages and examples.

5 Related Work

In recent years at the University of Saarland also other visualizations in the
context of compiler design have been developed, including visualizations of ab-
stract machines for imperative, logical and functional programming languages
([12], [21] and [22]). These visualizations were implemented under X-Windows
(UNIX). They show the effects of the execution of machine instructions on the
run time stack and heap, howewer they contain few animations. Furthermore
a tool was developed for the visualization of graphs from the area of compiler
design, called VCG (”Visualization of Compiler Graphs”). The VCG tool exists
for several computer systems, including the Microsoft Windows system. See for
this [13], [14], [15] and [16].

Another learning system developed at the University of Saarland is the ”An-
imation of Semantical Analysis” [10], [11]. This application illustrates and ani-
mates the basic tasks of semantical analysis by textual and graphical examples.
It covers basic knowledge, like the concepts of scoping and visibility, checking
of context conditions (identification of identifiers, checking of type consistency),
overloading of identifiers and polymorphism. The corresponding algorithms for
analysis can be examined with many examples. The user can even enter his
own example programs and specifications. From these inputs animations and
visualizations are generated.

Also there exist a huge number of algorithm animations today, there is only a
small number of fundamental work in the field. Marc H. Brown developed several
algorithm animation systems, like BALSA, ZEUS, CAT, etc. These systems are
frameworks, in which algorithms can be animated by annotations (”interesting
events”) and by definitions of graphical views ([2], [3], [4], [5] and [6]). John T.
Stasko conceived the path transition paradigm and implemented it in the systems
TANGO, XTANGO, SAMBA, etc., see [18], [19] and [20]. Also these systems
use the concept of ”interesting events”. All newer versions of the above systems
are complete environments, which offer some editors for the creation of views,
in which the algorithms are animated. The WEB-based animation system CAT
(or the newer JCAT, which is implemented in the programming language Java)
is a complete development environment for the creation of algorithm animations
in the WWW. This system offers more possibilities than ad-hoc programmed
Java applets. It is possible to create algorithm animations, which a teacher can
demonstrate to his students online. The interaction of the students is limited
thus, but the system represents a step towards the so-called ”electronic class-
room”. An animation can be configured in such a way that the students have the
possibility to intervene interactively. They can control the animation and select
other views on the algorithm. The paper [9] gives a good outline of most of the
systems for algorithm animation mentioned above.
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6 Conclusion

We have developed a learning software ”Animation of Lexical Analysis” that
helps the learner to better understand principles of compiler construction, in
particular lexical analysis. The software offers on the one hand an interactive
introduction to the problems of lexical analysis, in which the most important
definitions and algorithms are presented in graphically appealing form. Anima-
tions show how finite automata are created from regular expressions, as well as,
how finite automata work.

In our current evaluation we would like to find out whether the presentation
of the learning content through the learning software has pedagogical advan-
tages and where the software indicates weaknesses. Questions to be answered
are for example, whether animations can be controlled intuitively, where the an-
imation controls should be placed etc. From a technical point of view the use
of the authoring system MTB 3.0 is questionable. It has large restrictions and
the runtime system takes up much storage space. For these reasons usually im-
portant sections of the software must be implemented in another programming
language, like C, when using authoring systems. The advantage of the system is
its simplicity of operation and programming.

A new generative approach to learning software is pursued in our current
project GANIMAL, that is funded by the ”Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft –
DFG”. The goal of the project is to create an explorative learning software for
compiler design, in which for each compiler phase the implementation and the
appropriate visualization or animation are generated from specifications auto-
matically. To achieve platform independence we use the programming language
Java. Experience with designing the learning software presented here as well as
its evaluations will serve as a basis for the GANIMAL project (see also [7], [8]).

The experience gained is not only applicable to the technical area of computer
science, but can be transferred also to other areas, in which processes are to be
visualized, for instance the medicine, electro-technology, etc. The reader finds
further information about the current level of development, as well as the newest
versions of the software in the WWW [24].
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